Best

Hotels

Conrad Hong Kong
FEATURING EXCEPTIONAL VIEWS OF
Victoria Harbour or Victoria Peak from each of
its 513 rooms and suites, the Conrad Hong Kong
(www.conradhotels1.hilton.com) occupies the
top 22 floors of a 61-story skyscraper in the heart
of the city’s business district. Each hotel room is
equipped with high-speed Internet access, CD
player, dual-line telephones with international
direct dial, electronic safe, bathrobes, iron and
ironing board, slippers, and satellite and cable
television. In addition, the marble bathrooms
feature double sinks, a deep-soaking bath, and
a separate shower.
Guests looking for a first-rate experience can request the hotel’s Presidential Suite.
Based on the 61st floor of the property, the
2,200-square-foot space fuses traditional Chinese
culture with modern Chinese design, and boasts
nine-foot-tall windows offering a panoramic
view of Victoria Harbour and Kowloon.
Conrad Hong Kong’s Executive floors offer
exclusive check-in, butler service, complimentary full breakfast, afternoon tea, and evening
cocktails each day. Their Executive lounge offers a private meeting room with an exceptional
view of Hong Kong’s skyline.
Guests will also appreciate the hotel’s stateof-the-art health club and heated outdoor pool.
A full-service business center is available, which

contains offices with computer workstations,
high-speed Internet access, portable computer
rental, mobile phone rental, translation, and a
full secretarial service. For those who intend to
host events, the Conrad Hong Kong houses one
of the city’s largest pillar-free grand ballrooms
with state-of-the-art technology and a floor with
11 versatile meeting rooms, many of which have
floor-to-ceiling windows offering a panoramic
view of the city with natural daylight.
Diners can expect an exceptional array
of restaurant experiences, from the distinctive tastes of Northern Italy at the Four Forksaward-winning Nicholini’s, to the provincial
French-Continental dishes offered in refined
surroundings at Brasserie. The hotel’s Golden
Leaf boasts a Michelin Star for outstanding quality, and the Garden Café specializes in Southeast
Asian flavors and Western favorites in a relaxing, poolside setting.

Managed by Dennis Clarke, a veteran hotelier with 42 years of experience, the Conrad
Hong Kong is part of Hilton Hotels Corporation,
a leading hospitality company, with more than
3,500 hotels and 500,000 rooms in 76 countries
and territories, and owns, manages, or franchises
a hotel portfolio of some of the best known and
most highly regarded brands.

•

New Year’s fireworks viewed from a Conrad suite(above); Golden Leaf Restaurant (top center); Conrad Hong
Kong exterior (top right); the ballroom (right); Dennis Clarke (center)
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